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Statement number: 9 

Date 24/1/1435H corresponding to 27/11/2013 

  

Statement of the Union of African Scholars with regards to the state of Muslims 
in Angola 

  

In the name of Allah, the beneficent, the Merciful, All praise is due to Allah & 
peace and salutations upon the Messenger of Mercy & Guidance Muhammed ibn 
Abdillah and upon his family & companions. 

The Union of African Scholars has been in contact with leading figures of the 
Muslim community within Angola regarding media reports of mosque 
demolishing, mosque closures and proposed banning of Islam and after 
investigation is has been made clear that the matter has been exaggerated in the 
media. 

Nonetheless there is definitely a high degree of difficulty that the Muslim 
minority in the country has been facing recently with regards to the practicing of 
Islam & the matter requires urgent attention and thus the Union states: 

1.       The Union calls upon the Government of Angola to issue an official 
statement with regards to the matter. 
2.       The Union calls upon the Government of Angola to respect the rights 
of the Muslims in regards to the practice of their religion and guarantee 
their rights in accordance of international law. 
3.       The Union takes issue with the misrepresentation of Islam and making 
it synonymous with terrorism. The Union also takes issue with the use of 
certain events carried out by a few in the name of Islam and using that to 
persecute innocent law abiding Muslims. 
4.       The Union advises the Muslim community of Angola to unite and face 
this challenge with wisdom while working closely with the government in 
order to secure their legitimate rights. 
5.       The Union announces its readiness to assist the government and the 
Muslim community to mediate an amicable solution which will convey the 
true picture of Islam as a universal religion based upon peaceful co-
existence. 
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Peace and salutations upon the Messenger of Mercy & Guidance Muhammed ibn 
Abdillah and upon his family & companions. 

  

Head of the Union 
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 General Secretary 
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